Bookmark A Month Challenge
Create One Bookmark a month for 12 months. You decide which month to start. From
then on you must submit 1 bookmark a month. After your year is up. You will receive a
certificate of accomplishment and the esteem of your fellow lacers. Your name will be put
on the list of fellow finishers.
Rules:
.
Create one Bookmark of your choosing each month. Each bookmark must be different
from the past ones. The size and color or thread does not matter. You can use the same
color thread and bookmark outline for all, but they must be different. You can use the
same style of lace example. Month 1: Torchon Spiders, Month 2: Torchon Fans, Month 3:
Torchon Rose Grounds. You can all so change it up and do different styles, Beds, Bucks,
Idreja, etc ..... What ever you are comfortable with.

Submitting: Bookmarks 1 - 11
One Bookmark must be submitted each month at either the guild meeting or by email.
Email submitting will require you to email me a picture of your finished bookmark and
description page on or around the date of the guild meeting. If for some reason you can
not please let me know so arrangements can be made.

Submitting Bookmark 12
The last Bookmark must be submitted at the guild meeting along with all the others along
with a description page for each. If for some reason you can not make the meeting. Please
let me know so arrangements can be made. We understand things happen. But you must
stop the Clock.
Once your Bookmarks have been approved. You will receive a certificate of
accomplishment and the esteem of your fellow lacers. Your name will be put on the list of
fellow finishers.

HAVE FUN and HAPPY LACING
Contact Donna F. at 630-740-0456 or ibaland@yahoo.com

Bookmark A Month Challange
Description page

Month:________ - 20___

_____ of 12

Example: The Techniques of Bobbin Lace by Pamela Nottingham Page 119
L.A.C.E website, Guild class May...
Designed My Own.

Pattern source:

example: Spiders, Half Stitch, Beds, Bucks..etc

Techniques:

Contact Donna F. at 630-740-0456 or ibaland@yahoo.com

